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We establish a characterization theorem for log integrable measures associated 
with systems of rational functions that are orthonormal onthe unit circle and have 
all their poles at a given sequence of points outside the unit disk. Ratio and nth 
root asymptotic theorems are proved as well. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTKOUUCTION A D NOTATION 
Let d,~ be a finite positive Bore1 measure on the unit circle aA:= {z E 
/zI = I } whose support consists of infinitely many points. Let p = p, + pS be 
its canonical decomposition i to the absolutely continuous and the 
singular parts (with respect toLebesgue measure on the circle). We denote 
by p’(0) the Radon-Nikodym derivative of ~1, with respect to&. Then 
,u’ E Li[O, 2%) and p’(6) 3 0 a.e. in [0,2rc). 
Let {E~),“=~ with lccil < 1be an arbitrary sequence of complex numbers 
and let some of them have finite oreven infinite multiplicity (it is not 
necessary for them to appear successively). The so-called Malmquist system 
of rational functions (cf. [I9 J) is defined by
qo(z) .= Cl- 1%12)1’2 
l-?&z 
and 
cp (z):=(1-/@.nt2)1'2nf,1 uk-z 1% 
n l-&Z --> kio I-akz uk 
n = 1, . .) 
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where for a,=0 we put la,l/cr,= - 1.It is easy to show that this 
Malmquist ystem is orthonormal on the unit circle in the sense that 
1 
s 
27l 
Go 
cp&) cp,(z) de = L,m m, n = 0, 1, 2, . . z = ei? 
This system is the result oforthogonalization of the ordered sequence 
of functions f the system {cp,Jz)}~ on the unit circle with the weight 
function de. 
Now denote by {b,(z)},” theorthogonalization of he ordered systems 
of the Malmquist ystem on the unit circle with respect to dp(8). Thus we 
come to the sequence ofrational functions {d,Jz)}; which satisfies and is 
uniquely determined by the conditions 
and 
drib) = d,(dp, z):= i CkJ7(Pk(4v c,,, =:J%‘O~ 
k=O 
& ox &z(z) h,(z) d/de) = L,m, n =0, 1, 2, . . z = eie. 
Note that in the xtreme case, when elk = 0 (0 < k < co), the system of func- 
tions ($,(z)}r t urns into the system of orthogonal po ynomials on the unit 
circle with respect to dp. The reason for interest in this system is their close 
connection with the Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem and applica- 
tions in circuits, signal processing, inverse cattering, systems theory, 
continued fractions, a d Pad6 approximation. See for example [l-3, 5-101. 
The most complete survey on the topic including thealgebra aswell as 
the analysis is given in an excellent report [4]. Here we prove some 
characterization theorems for the measure associated with {$Jz)}~ and 
the kernel function 
‘%(k z, = i #k(t) $ktZh n =O, 1, . . . 
k=O 
We generalize the results in the xtreme case (cf. [12, 14, 151). 
2. MAIN THEOREMS 
We state our theorems here and give the proofs inthe next section. We 
define 
$1(z) .= (1 - b112P2 
1 -E,z 
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and 
Gn(z) .= t1 - b,12)1’2 ‘fj’ &k 1 z /c(k/ 
I-a,z k-1 l-&z ak ’ 
n = 2, 3, . . 
For measures belonging to the Szegij class, we have the following charac- 
terization. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let x7=, (1 - /crj)= co. Then the following statei~e~t~ 
are equivalent : 
(a) log,n’EL,. 
(b) C,?, ldi(W* < ~0. 
(c) The set U := { @i>yY 1is not closed in LZ(dp). 
Define S,(z) := S,(O; z), y, := S,(O) = CrEO lf#,(O)l*, and w,(z) := 
nlZO (I - cl;z). Regarding the regularity of dp(cf. [14, 17]), we have the 
following extension. 
THEOREM 2.2. For any measure dp, lim,, myA/” = 1 if and opaly $
lim, +e Iw,(z) SJZ)I~‘~= 1 locally un$ormZy in jzl < 1. 
Remark. Note that for the case ak = 0, k = 0, 1, . . S,(z) = x,4,*(z) an
yn = K:. So Theorem 3.3 in [ 141 is a special case of Theorem 2.2. 
For the ratio asymptotic behavior, we have 
THEOREM 2.3. For any measure dp, lim, _oc yn- rlrn = 1 if and only (f 
14, + oc S,,_. ,(z)/S,(z) = 1 locally uniformly in/zI < 1. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREMS 
Let Pfi denote the set of all polynomials with degree at most n a 
let Pn,Cor,, . . a ] be the set of all the linear combinations f the first 
n + 1 Malmquist functions cpO(z), . . qp,(z). It is easy to see that any 
4, E %:,I%, ..., IX,,] can be written asUJZ) =v,(z)/w,(z), wherev, E Yn. For 
any p,,(z) = a,,z” + . . . , a, # 0, define p,*(z) :=z”p,( I/Z). 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (a) + (b): The proof ollows from Theorem 3. 
in [lo]. 
(b) * (c): Let 
JX! := {R,(z): R,,(z) E Pn[tlO, . . or,] and R,(O) = E j 
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and 
Then from [7], we know that 
xC%hJ = RmFd x(&J = l/v,. 
n 
(3.1) 
For any R, E d, since R,(O) = 1, we can rewrite R,(z) as r,(z)/w,(z), where
Y,E Pn and r,(O) = 1, and so R,(z) = [l +zp,- l(z)]/w,(z) for some 
pnP1ePnI-,. From (3.1) wecan see that 
l/y,= min x(&J= min x(C1 +z~,-~(z)ll~,(z)~ 
R”Ed P”-IppnmI 
= pn_E;n-, xw + Cl +zP,~l(z)--~(z)l/~,(z)}/(l -aoz))> 
where G*(z) := w,(z)/( 1 - E,z). Note that qJz) := 1 + zp,- 1(z) - $Jz) E Pn 
and q,(O) =0, so qn(z) =zt, _r(z) for some t, _ 1 E Pn _ r . Thus 
l/y, d min x(1 + Czt,- I(z)ll~,(z)Ml - laoI)* 
h-lsqn-1 
= min x(1/z+ Ll(zY~,(z)Y(l - 1~01)~ 
b-ic%-l 
rz min x(llz+~,-l(z)Y(l- lao )2. 
Un-lE~n-lC”I,...rGll 
Thus from (b) we know that he function l/z cannot be approximated by 
U to arbitrary ccuracy inL,(4). 
(c) = (a): Let us assume that U is not closed; then there is a function 
c(0) EL*(4), 5& 0 and orthogonal to all functions f U, i.e., satisfying the 
conditions 
1 
s 
2n 
27tO 
$k(Z) t(e) 44Q = 03 k = 1, 2, . . z = eie. (3.2) 
For any ICC[ > 1, (Z-CC-~ is analytic in IzI < 1. So from CE 1 (1 - [ail) = co 
and the theorem in [19, p. 3061, we have 
(z-c!)-1 = f Cicji(Z) 
i=l 
uniformly on IzI = 1 for some ci. From (3.2), we have 
1 2~ 
2710 i t(e) 40) = o 2 z = 8, IGll > 1. 
Z-Cf 
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We introduce thnotation 
i?(a) = & ?‘:^ yy, dz(B)=z-“@jdp(Q), z=eie. 
This function has the same properties as the function A(Z) in [12, p. 151. 
Using the same argument in[12, p. 151 we know that Log $60)~ LI. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let us rewrite S,(z) = s,(z)/w,(z), wheres, E qZ 
and s,(8) = yII. From (3.1) wecan see that ah the zeros of s, are outside of
IZI d 1. now consider the new function s,*(z) = ynzn + . . . -I- LI,; its 
zeros li IzI -=c 1. By Helly’s Selection Theorem and an ordinary co ct- 
ness argument weknow that any infinite subsequence A  N contains an 
infinite subsequence, which we continue todenote by A, so that he two 
limits 
1 1 
- vsZ % v and - log y, + 0, n-+-m, ?lEA, 
n YE 
exist for some measure v with compact supp(v) c C, where vs,: isadiscrete 
measure with mass one at each zero of sz. From the proof of 
Theorem 3.1.1 in[17], we have 
lim js$(z)/ ‘In= /zI, 
n-00 
locally uniformly in 
and so 
locally uniformly in IzI < 1. The proof of the other direction s trivial. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. From (3.1), we have 
/zI > 1. That is, 
lim Is,(z)j ‘In = 1, 
n+cc 
lim lwn(z) SJZ)/~‘~= 1, 
n-tm 
1 
=2-n () i2n ISt(zhzl’44~) 
1 
2= = min x(R,) = min - 
R”Ed Pn=p” 2T.c s a 
P”(O) = 1 
1 zz min - 
Pn-1E9n’,-I 271 I2a lz”+Pnd!12j-$+ 
z = e”, 
0 n 
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and 
2 d/d@ 1 ** S,(z) *
,w,~z~,2=~ o h dcL(Q)=l. 
j l-l 
Thus dWI& is the nth orthonormal polynomial with respect to
d,u/Iw,(z)12. Fromthe theorem in [ll, p. 1981, we have 
S,-,(z)(l -&,z) ZdO 
sn(4/& 
s,P1(z)(l-cI,z) 2 
m/&i 
d9 
1 
=5i 0 s 2n IS,-l(z)l’d~(B)=y,-,. 
Then 
1 2r s 
j I 
.-l(Z)(l -&z) 2 
27cO s,(z) 
de=y,-Jyn (3.3) 
Again all the zeros of s, lie in IzI > 1, so the function s,- i(z)( 1 - &z)/s,(z) 
is analytic in IzI < 1 and has the following expansion 
L1(Z)(l-&zZ) 
s,(z) 
=yn-1/yn+an,lz+a,,2z2+ ... 
From (3.3), we can conclude that 
IY,~-JYA~+ hI12+ h212+ ... =Yn-l/Yn. 
In consequence of Cauchy’s inequality this ields, forIzj < 1, 
Ia,, z + a,,2z2 + 
HZ ~~~12~(la,,12+la,212+ . ..I----- 1 - lz12 
and as n -+ co, together with lim, _o. yn- i/y,, = 1, the last expression te ds 
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to 0 uniformly in /zj 6 r < 1, and so we have lim, _m s,- ,(z)(l - E,z)/s,(a) 
= I, i.e., lim, _co S,- ,(2)/S,(z) = 1 locally uniformly in /z/ < 1. The proof 
of the other direction s easy. 1
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